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A round-up of the latest news from the LM TOM
• LM TOM modernisation campaign underway – take
part in our survey

• LM TOM Solutions update

• Progress is being made with the automation of SCAP

• Integro 40th broker to sign up to PPL

• AdvantageGo – putting customers first

• PPL wins British Insurance Award

• LIIBA focusses on LM TOM with new delegated
authority working group

• CSRP service moves to business as usual

• Additional functionality for PPL

• DA SATS, making life easier for coverholders

• The market talks about electronic placement, part 3
Click on the ‘Read more’ links below for the full stories.

LM TOM talks to the market
LM TOM modernisation campaign underway – take part
in our survey
The first phase of the LM TOM market modernisation campaign is now well
underway. Take part in the tracking survey to help us understand how the
market’s perceptions of electronic placement are developing. » Read more

Progress is being made with the automation of SCAP
Following the launch of the Single Claims Agreement Party (SCAP)
arrangements earlier this year, options for the automation of SCAP
processing are progressing. » Read more

The market talks to LM TOM
AdvantageGo – putting customers first
Vivien Gollop (pictured left) and Trish Gee discuss how AdvantageGo has
supported its clients adopting the Structured Data Capture (SDC) service.
» Read more

LIIBA focusses on LM TOM with new delegated
authority working group
The London Insurance and International Brokers Association (LIIBA) has
created a new working group, the Broker Delegated Authority Working
Group (BDAWG), focussing on the work of the LM TOM and its impact on
binders and line slips. » Read more

The market talks about electronic placement, part 3
Adam Brown, Lucy Straker (pictured left), Kim Beckett and Andrew Horton
discuss how electronic placement is benefitting the London Market and
driving modernisation. » Read more

London Market TOM Solutions
LM TOM Solutions update
Each month we report on the progress of LM TOM's core Solutions as we
continue on our mission to make London an easier and more cost-effective
place to do business. » Read more

Placing Platform Limited

Central Services Refresh Programme

Additional functionality for PPL
The functionality of Placing Platform
Limited (PPL) is continuing to improve with
the recent addition of back-loading
facilities. » Read more

CSRP service moves to business as usual
The Post-bind Submission service (PbS),
introduced as part of the Central Services
Refresh Programme (CSRP) within LM TOM,
is moving into business as usual (BAU) and
will now be managed by DXC. This means
that DXC will manage the onboarding of
firms. » Read more

Integro 40th broker to sign up to PPL
Integro Insurance Brokers became the
40th broker to sign up to the London
Market’s electronic placing system, Placing
Platform Limited (PPL), in late May. PPL
enables brokers and insurers to quote,
negotiate, bind and endorse business
digitally on a single market-wide system.
» Read more
PPL wins British Insurance Award
The London Market Group (LMG) was
named winner of the Technology Award
for Placing Platform Limited (PPL) in early
July. The London Market now has 102
carriers and 40 brokers using the Ebixpowered electronic placement platform.
» Read more

Delegated Authority
DA SATS, making life easier for coverholders
The Delegated Authority Submission, Access
and Transformation Solution (DA SATS) team
has produced a coverholder information
pack to drive market adoption of DA SATS.
» Read more
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